EXTENSIONS
IN READING SERIES
Diagnose: CARS

Teach: STARS

SUITABLE FOR YEAR LEVELS 2 TO 9
PRIMARY AND MIDDLE YEARS

Apply: Extensions

Practise: FOCUS

The Extensions in Reading series is a research-based
reading comprehension program designed to strengthen
and extend students’ reading strategies. The program
provides step-by-step instructions and thorough practice to
support students as they develop into strategic, thoughtful
and confident readers.
✓ Provides challenging instructional activities for reading strategies
✓ Strengthens critical reading and writing skills
✓ Features assessment in reading comprehension

Extensions in Reading is the in-depth, advanced component
of the CARS and STARS reading program. The series consists
of eight levels (A–H) and applies and extends the 12 reading
strategies and graphic organisers taught in CARS & STARS:
• Finding main idea (main idea chart)
• Recalling facts and details (facts-and-details web)
• Understanding sequence (sequence chain)
• Recognising cause and effect (cause-and-effect flow cart)
• Comparing and contrasting (features chart)
• Finding word meaning in context (words-and-meaning chart)
• Drawing conclusions and making inferences (conclusions/
inferences chart)
• Distinguishing between fact and opinion (fact-and-opinion
chart)
• Identifying author’s purpose (author’s purpose questionnaire)
• Interpreting figurative language (figurative language chart)
• Summarising (story map)
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EXTENSIONS IN READING

Students are guided in applying reading
strategies used by successful readers and fill
in graphic organisers as they learn how each
strategy connects to ideas and information
in texts.

STRATEGY
ONE

✓ Modelled and direct instruction
✓ Guided review

Finding Main Idea

Learn About Finding Main Idea
Thinking about
the strategy

Think about a story that you have read.
What was the story mostly about?
What was the most important idea in the story?
The most important idea in a story is the main idea.
Authors may tell the main idea in a main idea sentence.

Develop reading mastery with Extensions in Reading
✓ Rich nonfiction and fiction reading selections

EXTENSIONS IN READING

To find the main idea
Look for a main idea
sentence. It may be
the first sentence.
It may be the last
sentence.

✓ Independent practice

Think about the
other sentences.

Think about the title.
Look at the pictures.

Students receive direct instruction of
Studying a model

✓ Embedded test-taking practice

The Student Book contains twelve 10-page strategy
lessons and one 5-page review. Each lesson is
organised through scaffold instruction:
• Learn About the Strategy

Read
the story.
The main
idea sentence
is underlined.
underlined
each
lesson’s
reading
strategy.
All the other sentences help tell about the main idea.

Some baby animals share the same name.
A cub is a baby bear. A cub is also a baby lion and
a baby fox. A baby tiger is a cub, too. You may
know that a baby cow is a calf. But do you
know that a baby whale is a calf?
And so is a baby elephant.

• Learn About a Graphic Organiser
• Learn About a Form of Writing
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• Prepare for the Reading Selection and Learn
Vocabulary
Learn About a Graphic Organiser

• Reading Selection
• Check your Understanding and Extend Your Learning

Understanding
a main idea chart

A main idea chart will help you find the main idea
of a story. You can use a main idea chart for any
kind of story.
Here is a main idea chart for the story on page 4.

The Extensions in Reading series guides students
through the learning process from modelled/direct
instruction to guided instruction, and finally, to
independent work.
Reading Selection—Part One

The first thing I held was a sea star.
Sea stars used to be called starfish.
But they are not fish. So now they are
called sea stars. Sea stars have arms.
If a sea star loses an arm, it can grow
the arm back!
I also held a sea cucumber. There was
sea lettuce and bread sponge in the Touch
Pool, too. None of these animals looked
that tasty to me.

Read the first part of “Maria’s Journal”.
Maria’s Journal

Friday
Today, our class went on a trip to the aquarium.
We had to ride the school bus to get there.
Riding the bus was fun. We sang songs the whole time.
My favourite song was “You Are My Sunshine”.
A girl named Lee met our bus. Lee works at the
aquarium. She told us she would be our guide. She said
she would take us around and answer our questions.
I think it would be fun to have a job like Lee has.
First, Lee took us to see the penguins.
Some penguins hopped on rocks.
Some swam under the water. Others just
waddled around. They looked funny.
The place I liked best was the Touch
Pool. I got to hold live sea animals
in my hand.

Completing a
main idea chart

Some of the main idea chart has been filled in.
Write one more sentence from the first part
of the journal to fill in the rest of the chart.

What is the main idea?

Today, our class went on a trip
to the aquarium.

What are two sentences
that help tell about
the main idea?

We had to ride the school bus
to get there.

What is the main idea?

Some baby animals share
the same name.

What are two sentences
that help tell about
the main idea?

A cub is a baby bear.
A cub is also a baby lion and a baby fox.

Look at the main idea chart. You see what
the author wants you to know about the main idea.
What are some baby animals that share the same name?
Baby bears and baby lions are called cubs.
Baby foxes and baby tigers are also called cubs.

Graphic organisers offer concrete,
memorable representations of
abstract thinking processes.

As you read, ask yourself

• What is the story mostly about?
• What sentence tells the main idea?
• What do the other sentences tell about the main idea?
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Search books on www.hbe.com.au and click book image for sample pages
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EXTENSIONS IN READING

Prepare for the Reading Selection

Learn About a Form of Writing
Focusing on
a journal

EXTENSIONS IN READING

People write in a journal to remember what happens
during the day. Some people keep their journal writing
to themselves. Some people share their journal writing.
• Journal writing uses the words I and me.
• Journal writing may tell the writer’s feelings.

Gaining knowledge

An aquarium [a KWAIR i um] is a place where you go
to see all kinds of sea animals. An aquarium can also
be a small tank in your classroom or your home.
These small aquariums usually hold fish, snails and
other small sea animals and plants. On the following
pages, you will read about aquariums.

Here is a piece of journal writing.

Learn Vocabulary

Saturday
Today, I helped Mum rake leaves.
Mum used a big rake. I used a small rake.
We raked the leaves into a pile. We put
the leaves into a big bag. Then we
dumped the leaves in the bush. By then,
I was very tired.

Understanding
vocabulary

You can use a main idea chart when reading
a journal. Here is a filled-in main idea chart
for the journal writing above.

Students gain content
and vocabulary
background knowledge.

1. This means “yummy”.
waddled
tasty
list

Organising ideas in
a main idea chart

The boxed words below are in dark print in the journal.
Learn the meaning of each word. Then write the word
that matches the clue.

carefully

2. This is how to hold
a full glass of milk.
3. The baby duck moved
like this.
4. You might write names
in one.

What is the main idea?

Today, I helped Mum rake leaves.

Word Meanings

What are two sentences that
help tell about the main idea?

Mum used a big rake.
I used a small rake.

waddled: walked with short steps and swayed
from side to side
tasty: pleasing, or good, to taste
list: a group of things

Extensions in Reading Series A CA10100S

Explicit instruction coupled with
graphic organisers provides students
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education
with a 6clear understanding
of each
form of writing.

Extensions in Reading includes:
• Student books in Levels A–H with self-assessment
questions and cumulative review lessons
• Teacher guides with suggested schedule, research
summary, strategies overview, answer form and
answer key, reproducible sheets with graphic
organisers, and assessment questions

carefully: in a way that shows you are watching
what you are doing
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Check Your Understanding
Think about what you’ve read. Then answer these questions.
4. Maria liked the Touch Pool
best because she got to
 sing “You Are My Sunshine”.
 swim with the penguins.
 visit with Lee.
 hold live sea animals.

1. Which words from page 8
give a clue to the meaning
of the word guide?
 “ride the school bus”
 “take us around”
 “would be fun”
 “sang songs”

5. The animals did not look tasty
to Maria. She did not think
they looked
 friendly.
 fun to play with.
 good to eat.
 pretty.

2. The penguins looked
funny when they waddled.
The penguins looked funny
 walking.
 eating.
 sleeping.
 talking.

6. From the journal, you can tell
that fish need
 colourful rocks.
 big plants.
 lots of shells.
 the right kind of fish food.

3. Which sentence does not help
tell about the main idea of
Part One of “Maria’s Journal”?
 My favourite song was
“You Are My Sunshine”.
 First, Lee took us to see
the penguins.
 The first thing I held was
a sea star.
 I also held a sea cucumber.

Students gain valuable
test-taking experiences.
Extensions in Reading Series A CA10100S
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ORDER FORM

Extensions in Reading Series
Price

Qty

11-045-03

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................

Code

Title

CA10100

Extensions in Reading: Series A Student Book (Pack of 5)

CA101009

Extensions in Reading: Series A Teacher Guide

$16.95

Address .....................................................................................................

CA10101

Extensions in Reading: Series B Student Book (Pack of 5)

$99.00

.......................................... State ....................P/Code .............................

CA101019

Extensions in Reading: Series B Teacher Guide

$16.95

Country .....................................................................................................

CA10102

Extensions in Reading: Series C Student Book (Pack of 5)

$99.00

CA101029

Extensions in Reading: Series C Teacher Guide

$16.95

CA10103

Extensions in Reading: Series D Student Book (Pack of 5)

$99.00

CA101039

Extensions in Reading: Series D Teacher Guide

$16.95

CA10104

Extensions in Reading: Series E Student Book (Pack of 5)

$99.00

CA101049

Extensions in Reading: Series E Teacher Guide

$16.95

$99.00

Name of School .........................................................................................

Email: .........................................................................................................
Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings
from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

INVOICE
❍ Please invoice school/institution (official purchase order must be supplied)

CA10105

Extensions in Reading: Series F Student Book (Pack of 5)

$99.00

CA101059

Extensions in Reading: Series F Teacher Guide

$16.95

CA10106

Extensions in Reading: Series G Student Book (Pack of 5)

$99.00

CREDIT CARD
❍ School/organisation credit card ❍ Personal credit card

CA101069

Extensions in Reading: Series G Teacher Guide

$16.95

❍ Visa ❍ Mastercard ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)
Card number:

CA10107

Extensions in Reading: Series H Student Book (Pack of 5)

$99.00

CA101079

Extensions in Reading: Series H Teacher Guide

$16.95

Code

Title

Purchase order number: ______________________________________________

Mixed Pack Books
CAR401
CAR4019
CAR402
CAR4029
CAR403
CAR4039

Price

Extensions in Reading: Student Mixed Pack A–E
Extensions in Reading: Teacher Mixed Pack A–E
Extensions in Reading: Student Mixed Pack C–G
Extensions in Reading: Teacher Mixed Pack C–G
Extensions in Reading: Student Mixed Pack D–H
Extensions in Reading: Teacher Mixed Pack D–H

$99.00
$79.95
$99.00
$79.95
$99.00
$79.95

Supporting Research Booklets
HBC086

Extensions in Reading Research Booklet

F. O. C
TOTAL (plus freight) $

ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education,
you can now order online and pay using that account.

Qty

Amount: $ ________ Expiry date: _____ CVV: _____
Signature: ___________________________________________________________
CHEQUE
❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

TERMS OF TRADE

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD)
so that you can pay by credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website <www.
hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages of the
book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged
returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for ﬁrm sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware
that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia and
$15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia

TO CONTACT OUR SALES REP
VIC contact reception on 03 8558 2444 or orders@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au
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